Keiya Hasegawa

keiyavfx.com
keiyavfx@gmail.com
+1 (236)885-2521

COMPOSITOR / BG PREP ARTIST
EXPERIENCE

OD Studios - Vancouver, Canada
Compositor
(January 2021 - Present)

・Worked on 29 shots for a feature film project.
・Tasks: Crowds Integration, Digital Makeup, Paintouts of Accessory,
Frame by Frame Paintouts and Roto.

NIBAN-KOBO PRODUCTIONS Corp. - Tokyo, Japan
Freelance Production Manager, Camera Operator and Boom Operator
(December 2019 - February 2020)

・Worked on several TV and Web commercials.
・Filmed the footage for the behind the scenes videos.
・Operated the boom microphone and ensured all audio was recorded properly.
・Ensured that the production ran on schedule.
・Dealt with any problems during filming.

i2f. inc - Tokyo, Japan
Freelance Music Video Production Manager
(January 2019)

・Worked on WHITE JAM’s Music Video as an on-set crew member.
・Managed over 30 extras.

NIBAN-KOBO PRODUCTIONS Corp. - Tokyo, Japan
TV Commercial Production Manager
(April 2015 - December 2018)

・Worked on over 15 projects as the main PM and over 25 as an on-set crew member.
・Managed production teams, schedules and budgets.
・Reported to the producer and the director all of the progress on casting,
production designs, filming locations, editing, VFX, etc.
・Communicated with the crew, planned and decided the process of shooting.
・Managed the live-action footage and the CG assets for post-production.

ABOUT
I am a Compositor currently
residing in Vancouver, BC.
I have international work
experience in the VFX, film,
and TV commercial industries.


SOFTWARE
・Nuke
・Silhouette
・Mocha
・Premiere Pro
・Photoshop
・Illustrator
SKILLS
・2D/3D Compositing
・Multipass Compositing
・CG Integration
・2D Relighting
・2D/Planar/3D Tracking
・3D Projections
・Paintout
・Rotoscoping
・Colour Correction
・BG Prep
・Keying
・Set Extension
・Digital Makeup
・Grain Matching
LANGUAGES
・English (Fluent)
・Japanese (Native)

EDUCATION

Lost Boys Studios | School of Visual Effects - Vancouver, BC
Diploma in Advanced VFX Compositing (March 2020 - February 2021)

Meiji Gakuin University - Tokyo, Japan
Bachelor of Arts - Film Studies (April 2011 - March 2015)

INTERESTS
・Movies & TV Series
・Film Industry Research
・Soccer
・Fashion
・Video Game

